**ROAST**

The Roast is our most advanced dirt jumping Kona with a collection of parts and accessories that place it above other bikes within the dirt-jumping kingdom. Roast is for when flying through the air and scaring the socks off yourself is an everyday after school treat.

Kona Clamp Dee-Lux 7005
Aluminum DJ Frame + Bomber
Dirt Jumper III Fork 100mm
Travel + Hayes HFX-8 XC
Hydraulic Brakes + Shimano
Deore LX/Deore 9-speed Drive
Train + Kona DH Primo
Handlebar & Stem

**STUFF**

A boost up from the Scrap...you get a lotta stuff for your dough.

Marzocchi Drop-Off Comp Fork 100mm Travel + PSA Big
Nut Headset + Kona JackShit
Pedale + Shimano Mechanical
Disc Brakes & Hubs + Nokian
NBX 2.3 Tiros

**SCRAP**

A little more punk than the Shred.

Marzocchi M2 Race Fork
100mm Travel + Truvativ
Hussefelt ISIS DH Crank & BB
+ Shimano Mechanical Disc
Brakes & Hubs + Kona Clamp
Stem & DH Aluminum Riser
Bar + Sun Ditch Witch Rims

**SHRED**

A solid entry-level dirt-jumping bike that has the ability to accomplish probably a lot more than the average Joe is capable of throwing down. By using the same durable frame design and construction as the Roast, Shred offers a big bang for not that big of buck.

Kona Clamp 7005
Aluminum DJ Frame +
Marzocchi M2 Comp Fork
100mm Travel + Truvativ
Hussefelt ISIS DH Crank & BB
+ Shimano Disc
Hubs + Tloga Factory DH
26 x 2.1 Tiros